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Furniture Showcase
Dining Arm Chair
The dining arm chair from the Thomas Pheasant Collection
from McGuire offers a sleek woven design which is
handcrafted, in this case using halfinch leather strips woven
together in an architectural 2x2 weave. The dining armchair and
matching side chair are offered in a woven rattan core version
in addition to the woven leather version.

Bedding & Mattress
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Sofa Wallbed
The Sico 24/7 System combines the comfort of a real sofa
together with the sleeping pleasures of a real bed, allowing
hoteliers to maximize seating and sleeping areas as well as
room profits 24 hours a day, seven days a week. The system is
ideal for timeshares, hotels and other property where space
might be limited. The system can be designed as a recess, or
with cabinetry. Finish and fabric and be specified to match the
d&egrave;cor of the property.
High-Style Chair
Twist introduces the Bat Chair, a high-back, high-style chair
that cradles contemporary design and comfort at once. Be it a
colorful boucle or New Zealand felted wool, the Bat Chair is as
comforting to the touch as it is to sit in, claims the designer.
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Furniture Line
Duralee Fine Furniture, Inc. has added 28 new designs to its
collection of sofas, beds, sectionals, seating, tables, consoles
and mirrors, for a total of 550 standard styles. The new designs
feature fully upholstered furniture, exposed wood chairs and
tables with eight new finishes that include crackle and leafs.
Contemporary, transitional, retro and traditional styles are
available.

Guest Furniture
Wicker Seating
Thought about expensive new
furniture?
Makinen's unique custom-ma
furniture
Folding Tables
Bistro Furniture
Comfort Leg Tables

Elegant Armoire
The Sanibel armoire from Sorrentino Mariani features
beadboard door panels, a graceful curved frame and a honey
finish on the maple veneer. The interior is designed for 21st
century electronics, capable of housing flatscreen TVs. Optional
side cabinets are ideal for a lighted display or storage. Made by
American craftsmen in Virginia of quality veneers with select
maple wood solids.
High-Tech Storage
The Wave sound system from American of Martinsville offers
storage for a wireless keyboard, with maple solids and
Curupixa veneers, rich dark chocolate finish, black galaxy
granite top and future integration capability to the web.

COMfort Leg Tables

furniture, custom wood
air conditioners, central syste
upholstery, leather
cleaners, rug & upholstery

Sico

Platform Bed
Century Furniture has joined forces with British designer Kelly
Hoppen to launch a contemporary collection that exudes Asian
tranquility. The collection encompasses fabrics, upholstery,
wood and metal casegoods. Pictured is a platform bed. The

http://www.lhonline.com/article/8597/?SW=SORRENTINO+MARIANI+&+COMPANY
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long horizontal panel of upholstery on the headboard is typical
of the designer's use of elegant linear and geometric forms
combined with luxurious and sensuous materials.
Folding Tables
Midwest Folding Products offers heavy-gauge ABC plastic
tabletops, with extra-thick protective edges designed to
withstand rough handling. Tables feature heavy-duty, allwelded, wishbone style legs with double cross bracing and
spring-bolt leg brace mechanisms for long-term durability.
Seating and Tables
LB Furniture Industries specializes in seating and tables
applicable for use in hospitality environments. Products are
made to order in one's choice of finish and upholstery including
custom finishes to match existing carpentry and use of
customer-provided material. A wide range of custom upholstery
treatments includes springing, custom tailoring, alternate color
welts, pattern matching and use of multiple upholsteries on the
same chair.
Sofabed
The Makinen sofabed allows for optimal use of available space.
Custom sizes range from an armchair to a generous threeseater, and the patented mechanism opens the bed either
forward or lengthwise. The upholstery can be customized, and
can be removed, washed and replaced.

Twist

by LH Staff (editor@lhonline.com)

Duralee

Sorrentino Mariani
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American of Martinsville

Century Furniture

Midwest Folding Tables

LB Furniture Industries
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Makinen
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